While the Damascus Document, like other writings found among the Dead Sea Scrolls, has been mined for historical information, with which to reconstruct the history of the Yaḥad, including the process and conditions of its formation and development over time, the present study is interested in discerning the text's own understanding of the place in history occupied by its community of auditors and learners. Particular attention will be given to the text's recurring reference to its beginnings ("first ones") and ends ("last ones") and to its sense of living in a truncated time-between. Through the close reading of two hortatory sections of the text, the question of how the Yaḥad's collective social memory informs its self-understanding and practices as it faces both backward and forward in time.
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Introduction: Zakhor
In 1982 the Jewish historian Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi published a short but seminal book, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory, based on his Stroum Lectures of two years earlier at the University of Washington.1 In that book, Yerushalmi sought to trace the history of Jewish historiography from ancient through modern times. He gave particular attention to the tension between the historian's search for historical truth, that is, the past as it actually happened, and the cultural and social memory of the past as it has both informed and preserved Jewish self-understanding and identity over the same historical arc. Where does the Jewish historian (that is, the historian whose both own identity and historical subjects are Jewish) stand, and how does he address this tension? Yerushalmi's first chapter (1-26), titled, "Biblical and Rabbinic Foundations: Meaning in History, Memory, and the Writing of History," addresses his theme by focusing on the dual canons of (Hebrew) biblical and rabbinic literatures. Interestingly, what comes between these two ancient canonical corpora, that is, the Jewish writings of the late Second Temple period, receives barely any mention at all. Josephus is briefly referred to (16), but primarily to mark a "watershed," when "after the close of the biblical canon the Jews virtually stopped writing history … It is as though, abruptly, the impulse to historiography had ceased." Josephus as a historian does not merit discussion, since "in retrospect we know that within Jewry the future belonged to the rabbis, and not Josephus." In this context, the Books of Maccabees are ignored (but see 13), and, not surprisingly, the Dead Sea Scrolls receive no mention at all (some thirty years after their discovery in caves adjacent to Khirbet Qumran, and some eighty years after the publication of the Cairo Genizah manuscripts of the Damascus Document). Needless to say, nascent Christian writings (of Jewish provenance to begin with) find no place between "biblical and rabbinic foundations."
Notwithstanding the negative implications of these omissions, for which Yerushalmi asks advance forgiveness in general, given the schematic nature ("tentative probes") of his book,2 there is much to be gained by applying his model of history as furnishing collective memory as social reality to the Second Temple texts that he bypasses. The Damascus Document, I hope to demonstrate, is of particular interest in this regard. That text (or assembly of texts), like the Dead Sea Scrolls in general, has precious little in the way of historical narrative, that is, not just historical allusions, but sustained historical narration. Similarly, but usually not recognized, the Dead Sea Scrolls overall contain precious little extended narrative of any sort, but in particular in the sense of storytelling, whether about the biblical past or the community's (or communities') more recent past.3 For example, we have no account in the non-biblical 2 See the preface, xiii-xvii, with this citation from xvi. 3 There has been much scholarly discussion of late as to how best to refer to the collectivity of readers (or auditors) of the Dead Sea Scrolls, including those of the Damascus Document.
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Dead Sea Discoveries 25 (2018) 412-428 scrolls of the revelation at Mt. Sinai, notwithstanding the importance of that event for the community's self-understanding.4 This is all the more sharply noticeable if we compare the important role of storytelling (including "biographies") in the Hebrew Bible (as much within the "historical" books as without), Philo, Josephus, the Gospels, or early rabbinic literature, both halakhic (legal) and aggadic (narrative), regardless of how we might assess their strictly historical value.5 Although the Damascus Document is commonly divided between its framing "admonitions" and body of laws (like the Book of Deuteronomy from which it draws), the contrast is not quite the same as between "law and narrative," since the admonitions are full of historical (mainly biblical) allusions, but short on sustained narratives (storytelling).6 Where we do find sustained narratives in the scrolls, they are in texts of "rewritten scriptures," in which biblical narratives are expanded, as in the Hebrew fragments of Jubilees or in the Aramaic fragments of the Genesis Apocryphon and Aramaic Levi, none of which are usually thought of as sectarian products per se, but the works of fellow (or prior) travelers.
Yerushalmi's overarching argument is that even as Jewish historiography, in the sense of a linear chronicling the Jewish past, might be foregone after Josephus (and already before him, in some circles), Jews and Judaism are no less absorbed with the meaning of history and the memory of the past, both of which are no less literally inscribed in texts and performatively implanted in hearts and minds. The absence of historiography, in the conventional sense, is not the product of a disengagement with the meaning of history (or historiosophy), albeit non-systematic, which is to say, an acute awareness of the place of the present in suspension between origins and ends, firsts and lasts. If what falls between is very selectively and fragmentally recounted, that is in the very nature of the selectivity of memory (and historiography) itself. Note George Brooke's response to Philip Davies ("there is no real historiography at Qumran"):
To my mind, Davies seems to make one kind of historiography normative; the texts from the Qumran caves actually present several different kinds of ways of doing history, though it is true that none of them are akin to the sort of annalistic chronicling of events that characterize much of the historiography that became canonical.7
My aim is to argue that the Damascus Document (and by extension, other "sectarian" scrolls discovered at Qumran), fits Yerushalmi's characterization that "while memory of the past was always a central component of Jewish experience, the historian was not its primary custodian" (xiv). How does the Damascus Document in particular, and the writings of the community more broadly, "blur the crucial distinction between historical writing and various genres of Jewish literature that may reflect a deep concern with history without displaying the least interest in recording historical events" (xiv-xv)? In short, how does the memory of the past and the finding of meaning therein suffuse texts such as the Damascus Document that are not formally historiographic, but deeply infused and engaged with the social navigation of memory and expectation?8 For the present being suspended between the "first" and the "last" ones ‫ובאחרונים(‬ ‫,)בראשונים‬ see CD 20:8-9. Related to "the last ones" ‫)אחרונים(‬ is the expression "end of days" ‫הימים(‬ ‫,)אחרית‬ denoting the final, pre-eschatological time, which has already begun with the founding of the community: CD 4:4; and 6:11a.12 Similar expressions for the impending finality and its accompanying revelation are "the last generation/(s)" ‫אחרונים(‬ ‫אחרון/דורות‬ ‫)דור‬ in CD 1:11-12;13 and, last but In this recurring attention to firsts and lasts, beginnings and ends, "Urzeit und Endzeit," the time between might seem overshadowed, or nearly so. This time (or space) is, as we shall shortly see, filled in with allusions to and interpretations of biblical "history" as much as, if not more than with the history of the community. Alternatively, we can think of the extended middle section of laws, whose true proportions are now better known and appreciated with the publication of the 4QD fragments in 1996,15 as constituting the fullest account of the present life of the community. However, the preoccupation with beginnings and ends, with only faint attention to the narrow ridge-line of the present, may be said to characterize apocalyptic historiosophies more broadly. 16 For example, in 2 Baruch, a late-first century pseudepigraphic apocalypse, its author, most likely writing in Palestine following the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE, expects Israel's final redemption to be close at hand, and urges wholehearted fulfillment of the commandments of the Torah as its precondition. Baruch, having witnessed the destruction of the (First) Temple, laments before God the sufferings of the righteous and the prospering of the wicked. Moses, he says, brought the light of the lamp of "the law" (nāmûsāʾ) to Israel only to find that "many whom he illumined took from the darkness of Adam and did not rejoice in the light of the lamp" (18:2). After affirming covenantal justice in Deuteronomic terms, God responds impatiently to Baruch as follows (19:1-4):17 14 4Q266 (4QDa) 11 20-21; 4Q270 (4QDe) 7 ii 15; as well as 4Q266 (4QDa) You, therefore, should not worry yourself about them, nor distress yourself over these things which have been. For it is now the end of time that should be considered … and not the beginning.
Baruch is told not to disturb himself with the present suffering of the righteous and the destruction of the temple, since his sights should be set on the imminent end of time, when righteousness and wickedness will be justly judged according to the eternal celestial witnesses. The main difference from the Damascus Document is that the latter calls upon its readers/auditors to attend to both the beginning and the end. We turn now to some expressions of the shaping of memory of the "first things" and their rhetorical function. [1] And now listen20 all who know righteousness and discern the deeds of [2] God, for he has a dispute21 with all flesh and he will execute judgment against all who despise him. In between, we learn of the founding of the community of the righteous remnant, with whom God renews the covenant, and of God's having provided them with a prophetic leader, the Teacher of Righteousness. The righteous chosen remnant are not spared destruction because they are sinless, but because they acknowledge their sins and seek a more righteous path ("And they discerned their iniquity and knew that they were guilty people", lines 8-9). This chronological narrative of historical origins is unique here among the Dead Sea Scrolls. Introduced into this overarching historical scheme is a polemic against a break-away group (or groups), and its untruthful leader/teacher, who are characterized as having tampered with the laws of the covenant in such a way as to make them more lenient to the point of severely violating the covenant. God's angry retribution against this group, and by implication the rest of Israel as well, can be expected shortly. This narrative needs to be understood, first and foremost, for its performative rhetoric of group identity formation and justification, rather than for its value for the construction of modern scholarly narratives of "Qumran origins." The 390 years (Ezek 4:5) and the citation of Hos 4:16 (plus a plethora of scriptural allusions) serve the same collective, self-justifying purpose of viewing the formation of the community and the assignment of its inspired leadership as being prophetically, which is to say divinely, pre-ordained. Reconstructing and understanding the performative history from within is no less a "historical" task than is the representational one from without.
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In the Beginning II Another early section of CD (2:14-3:12a) sketches a selective "history" of humankind beginning with the fallen angels of Gen 6:1-6:
[14] And now, sons, listen to me54 and I will uncover your eyes so as to see and to understand the deeds Compare its use in 1QS 5:4-5 (but missing in some 4QS fragments); 4Q417 (4QInstructionc) 1 ii (formerly 2 ii), 12; 1QHa 8:6; and the use of "evil heart" in 4 Ezra (e.g., 4:20-27) and "guilty heart" in 1QS 1:6. 57 See also CD 3:5, 11-12; 8: 8, 19; 20:9-10; 4Q270 (4QDe) 7 i 8; 4Q266 (4QDa) 5 ii 11. The connotation here may be one of licentious sexual desire and activity, but it can also have the broader sense of a strongly willful heart to do evil. For its biblical use in the broader sense, see Deut 29:18; Jer 7:24; 11:8; Ps 81:13. 58 The Watchers are the "fallen angels" of Gen 6:1-4, called there the Nefilim (from the verbal root ‫,נפ״ל‬ to fall), although they could also be understood to be the immediate offspring of the angelic-human female misalliances (Gen 6:4). For the giant size of the sons of the Nefilim (CD 2:19), elsewhere referred to as the Giants or conflated with the Nefilim, see Num 13:33, with which compare Amos 2:9. The narrative of the fallen angels appears to because they did not keep God's commandments.
[19] And their sons, whose height was like the height of cedars and whose bodies were light mountains, fell.
[20] All flesh that was on dry land perished59 and they were as if they had not been,60 on account of their having done [21] their own will and not having kept the commandments of their maker, until his wrath was kindled against them. Gen 7:21-22. 60 This is from Obad 1:16. 61 "Through it" refers back to "the stubbornness of their heart(s)" of CD 2:17-18. Though the biblical narrative would seem to portray the righteous Noah (Gen 6:9; cf. Ezek 14:14, 20), and by extension his sons, as the hero of the story, the strange incident in Gen 9:20-27 might suggest that his moral legacy was tainted. The "sons of Noah" may refer to the nations who descend from Noah (Gen 10) more generally. The use of the participle "they are cut off" ‫)נכרתים(‬ may suggest as much. Noah himself is neither said to be righteous nor sinful. 62 The phrase "in it" also refers again back to "the stubbornness of their heart(s) of CD 2:17-18.
By contrast to his universal predecessors, Abraham does not "walk" in the "stubbornness of his heart" or follow the desires of his heart/spirit. Compare above, CD 2:14-16. 63 For Abraham as a "friend (of God)," see Isa 41:8; 2 Chr 20:7; 4Q252 (4QCommGen A) II, 8. 64 That the commandments were known and observed by the patriarchs long before their formal revelation at Sinai, is a common assumption of many Second Temple (e.g., Philo, Jubilees) and early rabbinic writings. 65 While the biblical narrative similarly hints at a continuous patriarchal chain of tradition, it portrays the patriarchs in more morally conflicted fashion than is the case here. 66 For this phrase, see above, n. 63. 67 "Them" refers to the divine commandments that they received from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. While the "sons of Jacob" could refer collectively to the generations of Jacob's descendants (that is, to all of Israel), the following sentence suggests that the reference is to Jacob's twelve sons and their immediate descendants. While rabbinic traditions affirm that all twelve remained committed to their father's legacy, Jacob's testament to his offspring (Gen 49) suggests a more mixed evaluation, but nothing as negative as this. Because of it the first ones75 who entered the covenant were guilty and were given over [11] to the sword for having abandoned God's covenant and having chosen their own will. For they followed after the stubbornness [12] of their heart(s), each one doing his own will.76
In this exhortation, a telescopic historical sketch is produced, extending from time of the Watchers (the fallen angels, who mark the origins of widespread social evil and depravity77) and the flood until the Babylonian exile, barely mentioning the Patriarchs, and not mentioning at all such biblical events as the Exodus from Egypt, the revelation at Mt. Sinai, and the conquest of the land. It illustrates the ongoing challenges of human (and then, more narrowly, Israelite) behavior to God's covenantal plans and expectations. It is as if each period of exile and divine punishment melts into the others. From earliest times the divine commandments (or some moral subset thereof) were known to the patriarchs and transmitted to their progeny but ignored or abandoned by vast majority of people as they sought, rather, to follow the desires of their eyes/hearts/spirits/wills rather than God's. Thus, a dueling of desires, divine and human, defines the successive punishments that humankind and Israel experience across history. Yet, through it all, God does not give up on the covenant with Israel, as represented by a righteous remnant, even as he wrathfully meets out the punishing consequences of its being violated and rejected. This etiology of evil and its consequences, spanning the first ones to the last ones, lays the groundwork, or emotional expectation, of the covenant's renewal in more recent history and its fulfillment in the urgently anticipated end of days. It is noteworthy that in this historical rendition it is all downhill going, beginning with the sons of Jacob, without exceptions. Neither Moses nor Sinai appear.
Performative Social Settings
The fact that the Damascus Document, as illustrated by the two extended passages herein considered, seeks to foster communal self-understandings (and eschatological expectations) against the backdrops of both scriptural and communal beginnings, should not seduce us into mining them for their historical nuggets (e.g., the dating of the community's founding, the identity of the Teacher of Righteousness or his rivals), any more than it can enable us to reconstruct scriptural history (e.g., the identity of the Watchers or the behavior of the Israelites while in Egypt), without first asking how such passages might have functioned rhetorically in social situ, which is every bit as much a historical question. To begin with, I presume that the Damascus Document was not primarily read "cover to cover" by individuals in private settings, but rather recited and studied piecemeal within a variety of communal settings. These could have included group study (and worship) rituals, in which most participants would have heard the text (however broken up) recited, and possibly interpreted, presumably by a leadership figure such as the Maskil. 78 The anthological nature of the text, in both its ancient and medieval manuscripts, and its seeming repetitiveness, especially in the opening admonitions but also in the topically grouped laws, suggests that it comprises discreet scripts, both legal and hortatory, to be performed in various communal settings.79 Possible candidates for such settings for the recitation and study of the scripts of the Damascus Document are the nightly study sessions mandated in 1QS 6:6-8,80 study as part of the process of entry into the community and advancement through its ranks,81 and perhaps most importantly, the yearly gatherings for covenantal renewal, including blessings and curses, during the "third month" (the 15th day of Sivan) celebration of the festival of Shavuʿot. We now have direct evidence for a link between the Damascus Document and this annual ritual from the concluding section of 4QD, according to two manuscripts. 82 Interestingly, to the extent that the Damascus Document emphasizes remembering, it is expressed in terms of God's remembering the covenant with the first ones ‫ראשונים(‬ ‫38.)ברית‬ To the extent that the text's auditors are collectively commanded, it is not so much to "Remember!" ‫48)זכור(‬ as it is to "Listen!" ‫58,)שמע(‬ which verb, especially in an oral setting, can suggest the performativity of collective oral/aural study.86 As I have indicated, it suggests an oral setting in which texts, whether legal or narrative, are not so much read as recited, whether the purpose be worship or study or the two as one. This does not mean that memory is any less important, but that it is reinforced by ritualized recitations of shared accounts of beginnings, middles (through laws), and ends, that are orally recited and aurally received and absorbed. Shared historical memory in the community was tied to ritual recitation and study, which is to say to the experience of mythic (rather than strictly historical) time. 87 It is in the mythic time of history that the covenantal bonds are both forged and fulfilled, and that revelation is ascertained. It is in present ritual time that the covenant is continually and communally maintained and reinforced, even as it is constantly challenged by historical circumstances that threaten its very continuity. The two passages we have examined reflect very different experiences of communal identity vis-à-vis the past and its ritual retelling: one told of a continuous connection to the community's first persons (founders and a founding teacher); the other told of a tremendous rupture between the Israel's scriptural first persons and the subsequent history of the "sons of Jacob," down to the present, save for a righteous but buffeted remnant. Both narratives await the same consummation in the lead up to the end of days, but arrive there through seemingly different routes of continuity and rupture, which are in dialectical but complementary alternation with one another (continuity amidst discontinuity). 88 This is not the history of the chronicler-historians, but it is the construction of meaningful and bonding societal identity fashioned of ritualized memories of the past, performed in the present, and anticipating a radically renewed future. Perhaps that is why among the Dead Sea Scrolls there are plenty of festival calendars, but not a single chronology, such as we find in the early rabbinic Seder Olam.89 It is also why the Damascus Document, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the larger literature of ancient Judaism (and earliest Christianity) deserve to have their stories (re)told in any history of Jewish historiography.
